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DRAFT AGENDA 
 

OECD-CUTS REGIONAL ROUNDTABLE 
FOREIGN DIRECT INVESTMENT IN TRANSITION ECONOMIES:  

CHALLENGES, POLICIES AND GOOD PRACTICES 
 

OECD Centre for Private Sector Development 
5-6 May 2003, Istanbul, Turkey 

Overview 

Foreign direct investment (FDI) can play an important role in growth and development – a fact that 
these days is largely uncontested. In 2002, the OECD launched the overview study of Foreign Direct 
Investment for Development: Maximising Benefits, Minimising Costs, which concluded that, while FDI has 
potential benefits as well as drawbacks, the benefits in most cases outweigh the costs by a wide margin. In 
September 2001, the Consumer Unity and Trust Society (CUTS), an internationally respected civil society 
group based in India and an active participant in many OECD events, launched the two-year project 
entitled “Investment for Development”, which aims to create awareness and build capacity on investment 
regimes and international investment issues in developing and transition economies. 

The potential benefits from FDI do not occur automatically. The policies of both host and home 
countries are crucially important for the outcome of direct investment, as are the practices of the investing 
enterprises themselves. The main purpose of the OECD-CUTS Regional Roundtable is to provide policy 
makers and practitioners in transition economies with a forum for dialogue about national experiences.  
The discussion will focus on the usefulness of FDI as a tool for economic development, on the appropriate 
policies for attracting investment and on policy toward maximising the benefits of foreign corporate 
presence.   
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DAY 1: 5 MAY 2003 

09:00-09:30 Registration  

09:30-10:30 

Introduction  Opening Statement by Main Stakeholders 

•  Ambassador Marino Baldi, Chairman, OECD CIME Advisory Group on Co-operation 
with Non-Members  
•  Pradeeh Mehta, President, CUTS 
•  Business perspective, Business and Industry Advisory Committee to the OECD 
 

Open Forum discussion 

10.30-11.00 Tea/Coffee break 

11.00-13.00 

Session I  Attracting FDI for Economic Development 

Most economic studies have concluded that FDI contributes to growth in host countries, 
beyond what domestic investment normally does. However, it is difficult to assess the magnitude 
of this impact. Whether, as sometimes asserted, the positive effects of FDI are mitigated by a 
partial “crowding out” of domestic investment is still the subject of some debate. 

In the least developed economies, FDI seems to have a somewhat smaller effect on growth, 
which has been attributed to the presence of “externalities thresholds” beneath which the host 
economy is not sufficiently advanced to reap the benefits of foreign corporate presence. Recent 
policy interest has focused on whether official development assistance should be aimed at 
addressing these shortcomings, or whether in fact FDI can be used to leverage the effects of 
development assistance. 

•  OECD speaker, Policy conclusions from “FDI for Development”  

•  CUTS speaker, “Investment for Development” 

Discussants: 

•  Miklos Szanyi, Budapest University, Hungary’s strategies to attract and maximize 
benefits from FDI 

•  A developing country perspective 

•  Speaker from Azerbaijan or Kazakhstan 

•  Epamininonda Glavinac, Consumer Organisation of Macedonia.  

Open Forum discussion  
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13.00-14.30 Lunch break 

14.30-16.00 

Session II How to Benefit from Foreign Corporate Presence  

The benefits of FDI fall into two broad categories, namely direct impacts and externalities (or 
“spillovers”) from the foreign corporate presence.1 FDI has the potential to significantly spur 
enterprise development in host countries through synergies within the acquiring enterprise, efforts 
to raise efficiency and reduce costs in the targeted enterprise, and the development of new 
activities. Moreover, the presence of foreign enterprises may assist economic development by 
spurring domestic competition, leading to higher productivity. This may, however, sometimes 
depend upon the degree of market power that foreign entrant itself obtains through its investment.  

Economic literature identifies technology transfers as perhaps the most important channels 
through which foreign corporate presence may produce positive externalities. On the evidence so 
far, this is particularly the case with vertical linkages between foreign-owned enterprises and 
suppliers in the host economy. Furthermore, human capital spillovers are encouraged by the 
presence of multinational enterprises. Foreign-owned enterprises tend to engage in more staff 
training than domestic ones and they contribute to a migration of skilled staff in and out of the 
host economy. The enhanced skills spill over to the host economy when employees change jobs to 
locally-owned companies or set up enterprises of their own. 

Panel A  Transfer of Technology and Know-How 

•  Business sector speaker, what policies are being pursued to enhance technology transfer 
and human capital upgrading in subsidiaries in transition economies?  

•  Malgorata Jakerbiak, CAS, Poland, What is the experience so far with foreign corporate 
presence? Has an upgrading of know-how and technology taken place? Has this 
generated benefits beyond the foreign-owned enterprises themselves? 

•  Mr. Roy Jones, Trade Unions Advisory Committee to the OECD 

Open Forum discussion 

16.00-16.30 Tea/Coffee break 

16.30-18.00 

Panel B   Privatisation and Enterprise Restructuring 

•  Mrs. Danuta Jablonska, Head of Foreign Economic Co-operation, Ministry of Economy, 
Poland, Privatisation and FDI trends in transition economies: how much FDI was due to 

                                                      
1. A third category that needs to be recognised is enhanced international trade linkages through the networks 

of multinational enterprises. This benefit is, however, contingent upon a broader set of trade-related 
policies.   
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privatisation; does the success or failure of the privatisation program depend on FDI 
flows?  

•  Transition country speaker, what type of regulatory regime is required for a privatisation 
program to succeed?  

•  Tamos Novak, Institute for World Economy, Hungary, privatisation of essential 
services: why is this taking place; how are the poor affected by privatisation of utilities?  

Open Forum discussion 

DAY II: 6 MAY 2003 

Session III  Outside Contributions: A Role for International Business and Policy Makers 

While the core function of business is to develop profitable investment opportunities, OECD 
and developing countries expect enterprises to respect appropriate standards of conduct. 
Frameworks established in host and home countries should support this aim by helping businesses 
to take into account not only economic and financial, but also the developmental, social and 
environmental implications of their undertakings. The OECD Guidelines for Multinational 
Enterprises are recognised as one of the world’s foremost corporate responsibility instruments.  

International bilateral and regional agreements have proliferated in the last ten years and new 
ones are still being negotiated. Negotiations on a multilateral framework on investment are also 
being contemplated in the WTO. International investment disciplines will thus continue to co-
exist side by side with different terms and sets of parties, and various degrees of overlap. CUTS 
wishes to engage in discussions as to whether the balance in international agreements between 
investor protection and the legitimate interests of host countries has been properly struck.  

09:30-11.00 

Panel A  Corporate Social Responsibility 

•  Andras Bakacs, Institute of World Economics, Hungary, The behaviour of foreign 
investors, particularly MNEs: corporate social responsibility; what are the concerns of 
the civil society?  

•  OECD speaker, The role of the OECD guidelines for multinationals in promoting 
development 

•  Private sector speaker, What are the effective ways of implementing CSR?  

Open Forum discussion 
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11.00-11.30 Tea/Coffee break 

11.30-12.45 

Panel B  International Investment Architecture  

•  OECD Member country speaker, Bilateral investment agreements and regional trading 
arrangements: how do they affect FDI flows?  

•  CUTS speaker, What is at stake for developing (and transition) countries in a 
multilateral investment framework at the WTO?  

•  Kaloman Kalotay, UNCTAD, International efforts at investment capacity building 

Open Forum discussion  

12.45-13.00 

Concluding session 

•  CUTS 
•  OECD 

 


